Recently, elasto-plastic analysis of a large-scale complex frame is easily conducted, by the development of computer technology.
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6.1 6.3 Recently, elasto-plastic analysis of a large-scale complex frame is easily conducted, by the development of computer technology. But, in the normal 2-dimensional finite element analysis, members are divided axially to several elements, a large number of nodes should be analyzed. So, efforts to decrease the number of unknowns are also necessary, for time-history response analysis or thermo elasto-plastic analysis of large-scale structures.
In this study, theoretical investigations are presented here on the structural behavior of steel frames with and without braces, subjected to repeated static loading or extended temperature.
Following assumptions are provided.
1) Bending moments of each member are distributed almost linearly.
2) Members are not subjected to intermediate load.
3) Curvature distributions are almost proportional as the virgin loading, even at the repeated loading.
Under the above assumptions, approximate relationships between relative end deflections and end forces, are easily obtained.
Several example problems are conducted to investigate the accuracy of the present analysis.
1) Cantilever column subjected to constant axial force and repeated lateral force 2) Portal frame with fixed column bases under monotonic loading 3) Single brace subjected to repeated axial force.
4) K-type braced frame subjected to repeated lateral force.
5) Portal frame subjected to constant vertical load under elevated temperature.
Computed results of the present analysis show a good agreements with the precise finite element solutions, although the assumption 3) is not proper under the multi cycle repeated loading.
Following conclusions are obtained.
1) Analysis with small number of unknowns brought a good approximation for the large scaled frame.
2) This method is able to apply to the repeated loading problems or the elevated temperature problems.
3) Computed results for frames of static loading with and without braces show good agreements to the precise solutions.
4)
Results for thermo elasto-plastic problems show the practical accuracy with precise solutions, provided that the proper thermo constitutive relationships are given. 
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